JOIN THE DIG! – Fall 2014

TAKE ANTH 120: ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION
or an Advanced Excavation Class (ANTH 205 or 206)

❖ Enjoy Saturdays exploring a prehistoric Indian site and 19th century Rancho Penasquitos Adobe

❖ Learn how to excavate like an archaeologist!

❖ Find prehistoric Indian living floors with grinding tools, hearth features, arrowheads, and bone artifacts.

❖ Find collapsed adobe walls, cement and cobble structures, historic bottles, ceramics & metal artifacts.

Sat., 9-4:20 (1 hr lunch). 3 Units. CSU Transferable [Upper Division Credit to Anthropology Degree at CSUSM]. No exams or prerequisites. Class #70737 (ANTH 120); 70738 or 74322 (ANTH 205 or 206).

Call Dr. de Barros (Dr. D) 744-1150 x2343 or email: pdebarros@palomar.edu; see http://www.palomar.edu/archaeology.